Introduction {#sec1}
============

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer mortality in the United States, accounting for more than 1 in 4 cancer deaths. It kills more people than breast, prostate, and colon cancer combined;[@bib1] yet, despite these grim statistics, there are reasons to be optimistic about the potential to reduce mortality. Advances in treatment have shown promise, and emerging targeted treatments (see Hirsch et al.[@bib2]) for various forms of lung cancer will soon be made more widely available. Some of these therapies include the use of endothelial growth factor receptor (EGFR) monoclonal antibodies and vascular EGFR inhibitors.[@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4] EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors continue to be a superior choice as first-line treatment in patients with EGFR mutation-positive non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC).[@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8] Despite these positive results, however, EGFR mutations account for approximately 17% of the driver mutations in lung adenocarcinoma. The other 85% of the mutations reside in genes such as K-RAS, ALK, HER2, or in unknown genes, demonstrating the need to design combinatorial strategies even when some specific mutations in target genes are known.

To this end, immunotherapy is also becoming part of cancer treatment plans, but transformative clinical benefit is often limited to the patients containing infiltrated T cells or biomarkers of a specific type.[@bib9], [@bib10] As such, combinatorial strategies for immunotherapy are now being clinically evaluated in a similar fashion to other strategies for tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Chemotherapy remains an important option in the treatment of lung cancer, but issues involving efficacy and toxicity can become problematic with extended care. In most cases, resistance to a variety of chemotherapy drugs can develop with extended treatment.[@bib11] Pharmacogenomic studies point to the evolution of drug resistance being centered on the upregulation of the variety of genes involved in controlling the efflux of anticancer drugs or directing transcriptional activation among others.

Nuclear Factor Erythroid 2-Related Factor (*NRF2*) is considered the master regulator of 100--200 target genes involved in cellular responses to oxidative and/or electrophilic stress. Targets include GSH mediators, antioxidants, and genes controlling efflux pumps.[@bib12] NRF2 is also known to regulate the expression of genes involved in protein degradation and detoxification, and it is negatively regulated by Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 (KEAP1), a substrate adaptor for the Cul3-dependent E3 ubiquitin ligase complex. Under normal conditions, Keap1 constantly targets NRF2 for ubiquitin-dependent degradation, maintaining a low expression of NRF2 on downstream target genes. However, chemotherapy has been shown to activate transcriptional activity of the NRF2 target genes, often triggering a cytoprotective response; enhanced expression of NRF2 occurs in response to environmental stress or detrimental growth conditions. Other mechanisms that lead to NRF2 upregulation include mutations in KEAP1 or epigenetic changes of the promoter region. The upregulation of NRF2 expression leads to an enhanced resistance of cancer cells to chemotherapeutic drugs, which by their very action induce an unfavorable environment for cell proliferation. Indeed, Hayden et al.[@bib12] have clearly demonstrated that increased NRF2 expression leads to the resistance of cancer cells to chemotherapeutic drugs, including cisplatin. Singh et al.[@bib13] also showed that constitutive expression of NRF2 leads to radioresistance and inhibition of NRF2 causes increased endogenous reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels as well as decreased survival. Recently, Torrente et al.[@bib14] identified crosstalk between NRF2 and the homeodomain-interacting protein kinase to HIPK2, demonstrating that HIPK2 exhibits a cytoprotective effect through NRF2. This critically important work further establishes our foundational understanding of the *NRF2* transcriptional network and circuitry, and it strengthens the argument for promoting *NRF2* as a target for genetic manipulation and sensitization of cancer cells to chemotherapeutic drugs.

Furthermore, Tang et al.[@bib15] and Ren et al.[@bib16] demonstrated the use of NRF2 inhibitors, luteolin and brusatol, to enhance the efficacy of chemotherapeutic drugs in various cancer cell types, as well as xenografts. The use of luteolin causes significant reductions in mRNA and protein levels of NRF2 and downstream target genes, and it sensitizes A549 cells to chemotherapeutic drugs. The use of brusatol was shown to increase sensitivity of A549 cells through enhanced ubiquitination and degradation of NRF2. This work was extended *in vivo* using an A549 xenograft, and it demonstrated decreased proliferation and growth as well as increased apoptosis when tumors are co-treated with brusatol and cisplatin. Thus, the concept of utilizing the inhibition of NRF2 as a supplemental approach to cancer treatment had been proposed.

With an increased focus on the development of combinatorial strategies and taking into consideration the role of NRF2 in chemo-resistance, we developed a treatment strategy that combines CRISPR-directed gene editing[@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib20] with traditional chemotherapy. The overall strategy is to design and utilize a CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing tool to disable the *NRF2* gene in lung cancer cells, rendering it incapable of producing a functional protein. Cells with this gene knockout should then be more sensitive to chemotherapeutic agents, such as cisplatin, carboplatin, and vinorelbine, as the genes responsible for efflux of anticancer drugs would not be activated, even under the most environmentally stressful conditions. Coupling gene editing with chemotherapy is only feasible now with development of the CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing system, which has advanced the field dramatically over the past 4 years. It is now possible to precisely knock out genes from any eukaryote or prokaryote with unprecedented specificity and efficiency. The CRISPR/Cas9 complex aligns in homologous register with the target gene, which enables it to execute a double-stranded DNA break. This action is followed by an attempt by the cell to reclose scission, most often through a process known as non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). The reclosure is often imperfect and unfaithful as a number of nucleotides are lost during the process, resulting in a genetic frameshift and the subsequent production of nonfunctional transcripts, a gene knockout. Here we report the successful knockout of the *NRF2* gene using CRISPR/Cas9 in chemo-resistant A549 lung cancer cells, with the subsequent demonstration of increased effectiveness of the anticancer drugs cisplatin, carboplatin, and vinorelbine in both culture and a xenograft mouse model.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Creation of NRF2-Knockout Clonal A549 Cell Lines Using a CRISPR-Directed Gene-Editing Approach {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our strategy was to use CRISPR-directed gene editing to functionally disable *NRF2* alleles in A549 cells. It is critical to establish the fact that a gene-editing technology can knock out a target gene. Below we provide the strategy details, which were utilized to generate the genetic tools used to disable *NRF2* in A549 cells. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A illustrates the CRISPR/Cas9 machinery designed to target and knock out *NRF2*. The gray bar running along the top of the panels represents the genomic sequence of *NRF2*, with the red blocks indicating coding regions. The blue brackets indicate the relative region where each CRISPR/Cas9 is designed to cleave the DNA. Each guide RNA (gRNA) was designed to target the fourth exon of *NRF2* in a region that contains all known isoforms to ensure complete ablation of the gene (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/4780>). The gRNA with the highest score, according to the Broad Institute's CRISPR Design software (<http://crispr.mit.edu/>), was chosen for gRNA1, and a previously validated gRNA[@bib21] was chosen for gRNA2. The gRNAs were assembled by annealing the CRISPR RNA (crRNA) oligos and ligating them to complementary restriction site overhangs in plasmid px458 (Addgene 48138) digested with BbsI, as depicted in each panel.Figure 1CRISPR Design and NRF2-Knockout Experimental WorkflowNRF2-coding regions containing the six known genetic isoforms were utilized for targeting by CRISPR/Cas9. (A) The gRNA sequences, along with their chromosomal loci and cloning details, are displayed. (B) The structural domains and location of CRISPR-directed gene editing of the NRF2 protein. (C) The experimental workflow for testing the efficiency of CRISPR/Cas9 knockout of NRF2 in a targeted population and in isolated and expanded clonal cell lines.

[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B illustrates the functional domains of the NRF2 protein, including the KEAP1-binding domain, transactivation domain, repressor-binding domain, β-TrCP-binding domain, DNA-binding domain, and the transcriptional activation domain.[@bib22], [@bib23], [@bib24] The Neh5 domain spans exons 4 and 5 and contains a redox-sensitive nuclear export signal (NES), which regulates the intracellular localization of NRF2.[@bib23] In theory, by disrupting the gene and/or protein within the Neh4 and Neh5 domains, the NES is shifted, rendering it nonfunctional. [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C exhibits the experimental workflow beginning with the transfection of pX458, containing either gRNA1 or gRNA2, into A549 lung adenocarcinoma cells and progressing through to the final step of allelic analyses of an individual clonal population.

Importantly, plasmid pX458 contains an EGFP reporter, which allows for the isolation of individual transfected cells by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). To evaluate the efficiency of CRISPR-directed *NRF2* knockout in the total targeted population, EGFP+ cells were isolated as a population, and the degree of genetic disruption at the *NRF2* locus in cells, transfected with either gRNA1 or gRNA2 pX458, was determined. The sorted populations were Sanger sequenced, and the resulting trace files were analyzed for the presence of insertions or deletions (indels), a marker for gene disruption. These data were obtained using a program known as Tracking of Indels by Decomposition (TIDE).[@bib25] As represented in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, both CRISPR/Cas9 designs generated a significant amount of indels, evidenced by TIDE results, indicating a high degree of *NRF2* disruption. These results validate the approach and indicate that disruption of the *NRF2* is possible in A549 cells via CRISPR/Cas9.Figure 2Genomic Analyses of NRF2-Knockout Clones(A) Bulk-sorted GFP+ A549 cells transfected with either gRNA1 or gRNA2 were Sanger sequenced and analyzed for indel activity by TIDE. (B) Clonally isolated NRF2-targeted cells were genomically analyzed for CRISPR/Cas9-induced NHEJ activity. Genomic DNA was Sanger sequenced and TIDE was used to develop the indel spectrums, sequence decompositions, and allelic patterns of NRF2, as shown for clones 1-40 and 2-11.

Next, the same experiment was carried out, except, in this case, individual cells were isolated by FACS to obtain single-cell clonal expansions. When the single-cell isolates had expanded to sufficient quantity, half of each clonal population was cryo-preserved, and allelic sequence analysis was performed on the other half using the same strategy and method described above. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B displays the allelic analyses of two clones, 1-40 and 2-11, derived from gRNA1- and gRNA2-transfected cells, respectively, which were chosen from a total of nine ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for subsequent experimentation and analyses. It soon became apparent that all isolated clones generated from this parental lot of A549 cells obtained from ATCC harbored three alleles at the *NRF2* locus. The red columns indicate the indel sizes present and their respective representative ratios within that clone. Clone 1-40 contained a 9-bp deletion with a 2:1 ratio to 0-bp indels, revealing a heterozygous knockout of *NRF2*. Clone 2-11 contained a 10-bp deletion, a 6-bp deletion, and a 1-bp deletion at a 1:1:1 ratio, a homozygous knockout of *NRF2*. The specific indel patterns on each allele of both clones were characterized by manually aligning the sequence trace files to the wild-type sequence, with the TIDE indel data as a guide. For convenience, we refer to clone 1-40 as a heterozygous knockout and clone 2-11 as a homozygous knockout. [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} provides a listing of the large population of clonally isolated and expanded A549 cell lines bearing various allelic combinations of *NRF2* disruption.

A fundamental cellular phenotype that could be affected by the lack of an NES is the rate at which cells proliferate in culture.[@bib26], [@bib27] Wild-type A549 cells typically have a doubling time of 24 hr, however, it was noted that clone 1-40, but more clearly 2-11, grew slower in the clonal expansion process (data not shown). This observation prompted us to further investigate the proliferation profile of clones 1-40 and 2-11 by staining the cells with antibodies against Ki67, followed by FACS analysis. Ki67 is a nuclear antigen expressed in actively proliferating cells. Therefore, one might predict a decrease in Ki67 expression based on the growth characteristics seen in cell culture. Ethanol-fixed cells were stained with Alexa Fluor 647 Anti-Ki67, analyzed by FACS, and plotted as a histogram ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, left panel). Nonspecific binding was controlled for using the mouse immunoglobulin G (IgG)1 κ isotype control provided and gated on FlowJo. The x axis represents fluorescence intensity of the allophycocyanin (APC)-conjugated Anti-Ki67, of which a shift to the left can be seen in clone 2-11, indicating a decrease in fluorescence intensity, correlating to a decrease in cellular proliferation.Figure 3Cellular Proliferation Profile of NRF2-Knockout A549 Cells and Western Blot AnalysisCells were fixed with ethanol for 72 hr and stained with Alexa Fluor 647 Anti-Ki67. (A) Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) was used to capture the intensity of Ki67-stained cells and plotted as a histogram using FlowJo software (left panel). Cell proliferation was measured via bioreduction of MTS to a formazan product, plotted as mean raw absorbance values (right panel), and error bars represent ± SEM. (B) Western blot analysis of wild-type A549 cells and NRF2-knockout 2-11 cells using an antibody for phosphorylated NRF2.

The decrease in proliferation in 2-11 cells was striking while the reduction in proliferation in 1-40 cells was modest at best. Thus, we decided to continue our studies on the effect of *NRF2* knockout using 2-11 cells, only because CRISPR-directed gene editing succeeded in disrupting function more completely in those cells. Based on growth characteristics in cell culture and the FACS analysis, the MTS assay was utilized to assess the proliferation of 2-11 cells compared to wild-type cells ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, right panel). Allelic analysis of clone 2-11 indicated that *NRF2* is genetically disabled, and, when normalized to beta-actin and compared to wild-type A549 cells, clone 2-11 showed a knockdown of ∼68% ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Since one of the three alleles in clone 2-11 maintained a functional reading frame, this result was not unexpected. Genetic analysis indicated that the Neh5 domain, which contained the NES, was disrupted.[@bib28], [@bib29] Thus, we moved forward to characterize this clone, identifying it as a functional knockout.

Chemosensitivity Is Increased in NRF2-Knockout A549 Cell Lines {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the chemosensitivity of the genetically engineered NRF2-deficient A549 cell lines, the MTS assay, depicted in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, was utilized. In [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A, wild-type and 2-11 A549 cells were exposed to increasing dosages of cisplatin. After 72 hr, cisplatin was removed, and the MTS reagent was added for 3 hr after which time the population was measured for the absorbance of formazan. The data showed that, as predicted, wild-type A549 cells were resistant to high dosages of cisplatin.[@bib30] In fact, wild-type A549 cells displayed a slight increase in cell proliferation up to 3 μM cisplatin before proliferation was adversely affected at the final concentrations of 5 and 10 μM, respectively. In the genetically engineered knockout cell lines, we clearly observed an increase in chemosensitivity in a dose-dependent fashion. The 2-11 homozygous knockout cells displayed a heightened sensitivity, evident even at the lowest dose with a loss of proliferation at concentrations at and above 1 μM. Thus, it is possible that we were observing a gene dosage effect of sorts, in that the heterozygous cell line exhibited more resistance to cisplatin than homozygous knockout cells because it contained at least one viable gene copy.Figure 4Proliferation Capacity of Wild-Type and NRF2-Modified A549 Cells (2-11) in Response to Chemotherapeutic DrugsProliferation was measured via bioreduction of MTS to a formazan product. (A and B) Cells were treated with increasing dosages of cisplatin (A) and increasing dosages of cisplatin with 5 μM vinorelbine (B) for 72 hr, then evaluated for cell proliferation. Error bars represent ± SEM.

In [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, we display a result from cells being exposed to the same increasing amount of cisplatin as described for [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A, except vinorelbine was added to a final concentration of 5 μM. Vinorelbine is an established companion to cisplatin and combinatorial chemotherapeutic regimens for NSCLC.[@bib31] The wild-type A549 cells again displayed a dramatic increase in proliferation even at lower doses, and they did not show elevated sensitivity until the dosage surpassed 5 μM; but, the knockout cell line (2-11) displayed increased sensitivity to the combinatorial drug therapy. Carboplatin, a related anticancer drug and commonly used chemotherapy for NSCLC,[@bib31] was also evaluated for enhanced chemosensitivity in these genetically engineered A549 cells, and the cell-killing response reflected what was observed in the experiments using cisplatin (data not shown).

Genetically Reengineered A549 Cells Showed a Slower Growth Rate and Increased Chemosensitivity in a Xenograft Mouse Model {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since CRISPR/Cas9-mediated NRF2 knockdown increased chemosensitivity in A549 cells *in vitro*, we examined enhanced chemosensitivity driven by gene editing in a xenograft mouse model. The homozygous knockout A549 cells (clone 2-11) and wild-type A549 cells (control group) were implanted into the back of a nude mouse, and the cells (5 × 10^6^ per cell line) were allowed to proliferate into a tumor with a diameter of approximately 100 mm^3^. The workflow is depicted in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A. As part of the strategy, the chemotherapeutic agent was added at days 0, 3, 6, and 9, respectively, through tail vein injection, as indicated in the diagram. Tumor growth through volume and proliferation were measured over the course of 16 days, starting at the time of the first injection of the chemotherapeutic agent, day 0, and the results are presented in [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B--5D.Figure 5Restored Chemosensitivity in Mice with NRF2 Knockout in Tumors(A) Experimental workflow of mouse xenograft. Athymic nude mice were subcutaneously injected with either wild-type A549 cells or NRF2-knockout A549 cells, and, once established tumors reached 100 mm^3^, they were treated with the first dose of chemotherapy on day 0. Mice were subsequently treated with chemo on days 3, 6, and 9. Tumor volumes were measured daily for 16 days until tumors reached 2,000 mm^3^. (B--D) Wild-type A549 or NRF2-knockout A549 tumors were treated with 2 mg/kg cisplatin (B), 5 mg/kg cisplatin with 5 mg/kg vinorelbine (C), 25 mg/kg carboplatin (D), or saline, and tumor size was measured for 16 days. Error bars represent ± SEM. Tumors (treated with 2 mg/kg cisplatin or saline) were extracted from both the wild-type A549 and NRF2-knockout A549 (2-11) implanted mice. (E) Representative tumors from each group are shown (n = 3).

[Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B depicts the results of tumor growth over the course of 16 days. As expected, proliferation of wild-type A549 cells, treated with either saline or 2 mg/kg cisplatin, was not inhibited by the drug, confirming the well-established resistance of A549 cells to cisplatin. The NRF2-knockout xenograft proliferated in the mouse but at a reduced rate, even without the addition of cisplatin. These data support published observations and results from our own cell culture work; an elevated level of NRF2 in cancer cells has been shown to promote cancer cell proliferation,[@bib27] and small interfering RNA (siRNA)-directed inhibition[@bib30] of the *NRF2* transcript slows proliferation of A549 cells. The most dramatic effect was seen when a combinatorial approach was taken, wherein NRF2-knockout cells were treated with cisplatin over a period of 16 days. In this case, proliferation of the implanted cells was arrested, and the tumor size was maintained at the same level throughout the course of the experiment, which confirms our previous results generated from experiments conducted in cell culture ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

[Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C depicts similar results when fixed concentrations of 5 mg/kg cisplatin and 5 mg/kg vinorelbine were used in combination following the same xenograft mouse experimental protocol. Interestingly, the wild-type A549 cells appeared to be more sensitive to this combination of drugs. This observation may reflect the synergistic effect that vinorelbine has on cisplatin killing of A549 cells, providing an important internal control that our experimental system recapitulates previously known outcomes. Once again, the homozygous knockout 2-11 cell line proliferated at a slower rate than the wild-type cells in the absence of drug treatment, but the combination of NRF2 knockout and drug treatment led to a cessation of tumor growth and maintenance of tumor size over the course of 16 days. The same response was seen once again in the data presented in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D, wherein 25 mg/kg carboplatin was injected into the tail vein; the same reduced proliferation and growth trend described above was reproduced. These results suggest that the combination of gene editing in chemotherapy produces an enhanced chemosensitivity in A549 cells, both in cell culture and in a xenograft mouse model.

Analyses of A549 Tumor Proliferation {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------

Representative tumor samples were harvested from four groups (wild-type A549 with saline, wild-type A549 with 2 mg/kg cisplatin, knockout 2-11 with saline, and knockout 2-11 with 2 mg/kg cisplatin) (n = 3 for each group). As shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E, a distinct difference among the four extracted tumor groups was apparent. As described above, tumors generated from wild-type cells proliferated aggressively within the xenograft mouse model in the absence or presence of cisplatin. The NRF2-knockout cell line proliferated more slowly than the wild-type, even in the absence of the drug. But, the smallest tumors were observed in all the samples from mice bearing NRF2-knockout cells treated with cisplatin.

Since A549 2-11 knockout xenograft tumors exhibited smaller tumor volume compared to their wild-type counterparts, we wanted to examine the proliferative activity within the tumors using Ki67, a well-known marker for proliferation, which presents during all active phases of cell cycle (G1, S, G2, and mitosis).[@bib32] As shown in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, within A549 cells treated with only saline, abundant Ki67-positive cells were observed; tumors extracted from mice treated with cisplatin produced similar levels of Ki67-positive cells. In the case of tumors generated from 2-11 cells, Ki67 staining was noticeably decreased, and treatment with cisplatin resulted in even lower levels of Ki67, suggesting cisplatin enhances the response of the knockout 2-11 cells by slowing down proliferation even further.Figure 6Proliferation of Xenograft TumorsRepresentative images of xenograft tumors extracted from mice, implanted with either wild-type A549 or NRF2-knockout A549 cells (2-11), 16 days after the initial treatment with either 2 mg/kg cisplatin or saline, were sectioned and stained with Ki67 (green) and DAPI (blue). Fluorescence intensity mean values for DAPI and Ki67 were obtained for the images using the Zeiss Zen software, and relative values were obtained for fluorescence intensity of Ki67. Scale bars represent 100 μm.

Taken together, the accumulated data build a strong case for clone 2-11 as a functional knockout, since these cells enabled a higher sensitivity to chemotherapy as compared to the wild-type counterpart. We sought to provide some explanation for this phenotype observed in both cell culture and in the mouse. The effect of the disruption of the NES region located in the Neh5 domain of NRF2 was further characterized using immunocytochemistry. Wild-type A549 and clone 2-11 cells were pre-treated with 2 μM cisplatin to stimulate NRF2 expression. Random fields of each cell sample were identified and imaged and total cell counts were determined. Cells were quantified based on the following observed outcomes: no staining of NRF2, nuclear staining only, or cytoplasmic staining only. [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A represents the average quantification of multiple replicates of several experiments, with at least 10 fields of view incorporated into the dataset. We observed a statistically significant difference in the degree of nuclear localization of NRF2 between wild-type A549 and clone 2-11 cells, respectively. In wild-type cells, the majority of NRF2 was located in the nucleus, while in the functional knockout cell line (2-11), NRF2 was predominantly found in the cytoplasm, as seen in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B. The images of cisplatin-induced wild-type and knockout cells ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B) reflect the data presented in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A.Figure 7Cisplatin-Induced Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Localization of NRF2 in Wild-Type A549 Cells and Clone 2-11Cells were treated with 2 μM cisplatin, fixed, and stained for NRF2. Immunocytochemistry was performed using fluorescence microscopy. Random fields were imaged and the total number of cells per field was counted. (A) The percentage of NRF2-positive stained cells over the total cells analyzed in each category was plotted in this graph. Error bars represent ± SEM; \*p \< 0.05, Student's t test. (B) Representative images of nuclear and cytoplasmic localization of NRF2 in wild-type A549 and NRF2-knockout A549 (2-11) cells. Scale bars represent 50 μm.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

It is becoming increasingly apparent that CRISPR-directed gene editing will have a significant impact on the development of new therapeutic approaches to cancer and inherited diseases. These genetic tools can identify and execute DNA cleavage, at specific sites within the chromosome, at a surprisingly high efficiency and with an improved precision.[@bib33] The natural activity of CRISPR/Cas9 is to disable a viral genome infecting a bacterial cell,[@bib34], [@bib35] and subsequent genetic reengineering of CRISPR/Cas9 function in human cells presents the possibility of disabling human genes at a significant frequency. Our goal has been to utilize specific gene disruption catalyzed by CRISPR/Cas9 to improve the effectiveness of commonly used anticancer treatments, such as chemotherapy or immunotherapy. In this case, we targeted the *NRF2* gene because it is a central regulator of cellular detoxification and response to oxidative and electrophilic stresses.[@bib14], [@bib36], [@bib37] NRF2 expression increases when the cell enters a stressful environment, such as encountering a toxic substance. Thus, by disrupting NRF2, we hypothesize that chemotherapeutic agents, such as cisplatin and carboplatin, would work more effectively and at lower dosages. In the broader sense, such an approach would ultimately lead to a reduced level of chemotherapy required to produce the same tumor-killing activity, leading to an improvement in the quality of life of a cancer patient. We built our experimental strategy around the well-established non-small-cell lung adenocarcinoma cell line A549, because it harbors a mutation in the Kelch domain of KEAP1 causing the overexpression of NRF2,[@bib30] and it has been used often as a gold standard for the discovery of novel therapeutic agents directed against cancer.

Initialization of the gene disruption process starts with the design of the CRISPR gRNA, which bears complementarity to the target site. It is wise to utilize two separate designs in case chromosomal access to a DNA sequence reduces the capacity of one complex to execute double-strand DNA breakage. We designed and synthesized two gRNAs to target different sites within the *NRF2* gene-coding region. Both CRISPRs, when coupled with the expressed Cas9 protein, did in fact lead to gene disruption. The two genetically engineered cell lines, 1-40 and 2-11, used in this work were generated by gRNA1 and gRNA2, respectively. It is also important to identify multiple gRNAs, as human genes consisting of multiple exons can produce several protein isoforms upon translation. We illustrate the importance of identifying gRNA1 and gRNA2 because both will initiate gene disruption of all known *NRF2* isoforms. Our genetic analysis of the total population of targeted cells led to the conclusion that CRISPR-directed gene editing had taken place, as evidenced by the emergence of specific indel patterns, insertions and deletions, within the targeted region. Subsequent single-cell cloning and expansion produced two cell lines, 1-40 and 2-11, a heterozygous knockout and a homozygous knockout, respectively. It is important to note that, when dealing with transformed cells, multiple copies (\>2) of alleles can be present, as was the case in the A549 cells utilized herein. For our purposes, this tri-allelic arrangement did not affect our results, but it is important to identify the true allelic composition of cell lines used in experiments designed to evaluate potential therapeutics. The CRISPR-directed gene-editing system was designed to disable the NES domain, which reduces the capacity of the protein to re-enter the nucleus and activate the transcription factor. Thus, even though we see NRF2 protein being produced, its functional activity has been significantly disabled. Transcriptional activity is central to the control of the expression of the various genes known to enable chemoresistance. Our data suggest that a functional knockout can be as effective as a genetic knockout. Our observation of significant reduction in cell proliferation in a homozygous knockout encouraged us to proceed forward with analyzing chemosensitivity in the disrupted clone.

NRF2 has been a target of interest for other investigators seeking to disrupt its function to maximize the activity of anticancer drugs.[@bib30] To our knowledge, however, we are the first to generate NRF2-deficient A549 cells bearing either heterozygous or homozygous knockouts. Cell line 2-11 exhibited a heightened sensitivity to increasing dosages of cisplatin and, to a lesser extent, in response to increasing concentrations of carboplatin. When cisplatin was combined with vinorelbine, a heightened sensitivity was also observed. Cell killing was determined by the standard MTS assay. Chemosensitivity of the homozygous knockout cell line 2-11 was then evaluated in a xenograft mouse model, wherein the cells were implanted in the back of a nude mouse and allowed to proliferate for 16 days. Subsequent tail vein injection of cisplatin, carboplatin, or cisplatin and vinorelbine, at various days after the tumor had grown to approximately 100 mm^3^, led to a reduction in tumor proliferation over the course of the next 16 days. Interestingly, cell line 2-11 alone exhibited a slower growth phenotype in a xenograft mouse model, even without the addition of chemotherapeutic drugs. This result indicates that the disruption of the *NRF2* gene itself reduces proliferative activity to a small degree, although the addition of cisplatin, carboplatin, or cisplatin and vinorelbine leads to a significant reduction in tumor cell proliferation.

Tumors isolated from mice implanted with wild-type A549 cells or the clonal knockout cells treated with either cisplatin or saline were sectioned and stained for Ki67, a commonly used marker for cell proliferation. Ki67 is strictly associated with cell proliferation and is present during all active phases of the cell cycle, but it is absent in resting cells.[@bib32] Our results suggest that there is no difference in Ki67 levels in treated or untreated wild-type A549 cells grown in the xenograft model, again reflecting the well-known resistance of A549 cells to cisplatin. In contrast, Ki67 levels in the NRF2-knockout cells treated with cisplatin were found to be substantially lower when compared to the wild-type counterparts. These results provide a plausible explanation for the reduced size of the tumor found in mice implanted with NRF2-knockout cells, a reduction in tumor cell proliferation as a function of CRISPR-directed gene editing. These results reflect those of Velma et al.[@bib38] who reported that cisplatin-treated cells are arrested at the G0/G1 border as a function of increasing concentrations. Cisplatin reduces proliferation or retardation of cell cycle progression with an impact at the interface between G0 and G1. These data certainly indicate that disruption of NRF2 in A549 cells leads to a reduced proliferative phenotype, which may preclude the appearance of apoptosis in tumors analyzed at 16 days. It is possible that apoptosis may be evident shortly after the introduction of any of the four treatments of cisplatin taking place in the early part of the experiment.

When stimulated with stressors, functional NRF2 translocates to the nucleus where it binds to the ARE (antioxidant response element) sequence and activates transcription of the various downstream cytoprotective genes. The translocation of NRF2 to the nucleus (appears as purple) can be seen in the images of wild-type A549 cells ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). However, the genetic knockout of NRF2 in clone 2-11 causes the loss of NRF2 function and appears to halt translocation of the protein, instead remaining in the cytoplasm, also seen in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B. Functional knockouts may have value as CRISPR moves toward clinical application, particularly for cancer therapy. The long-term goal is to direct CRISPR activity in tumor cells and not normal cells, but that goal remains a daunting challenge. Our report may open a new avenue of investigation in which gene-editing strategies can be designed to disable a functional domain that is more active in tumor cell growth. If such surgical knockouts can be obtained, then a selective effect on tumor cells, but not on normal cells, could be seen.

Our results provide some support for the notion that the combination of gene-editing activity and chemotherapy acts synergistically to reduce tumor cell growth. Beyond the current well-established combinatorial drug strategies used to treat NSCLC, several different combinatorial approaches are also being investigated. For example, the use of an oncolytic virus that infects tumor cells has been found to enhance the activity of chemotherapy. Infection with myxoma virus combined with cisplatin or gemcitabine efficiently destroyed ovarian cancer cells at much lower dosages than needed without viral addition.[@bib39] The use of oncolytic virus therapy and cytotoxic chemotherapy for improved effectiveness of cancer treatment is an active area of development.[@bib40], [@bib41] Infection with a replication-competent virus before treatment with cisplatin markedly enhances the therapeutic benefit of chemotherapy, results that closely align with our own observations. In our case, the treatment of A549 cells with CRISPR/Cas9 to disable *NRF2* at the level of the gene also led to effective killing at lower dosages of multiple chemotherapeutic agents.

With the usage of targeted therapy (targeting EGFR mutation, ALK rearrangement, etc.) and immunotherapy (checkpoint inhibitors, anti-PD1, anti-CTLA4, etc.), the clinical management of NSCLC has greatly improved. Patients can have a longer and better quality of life. However, these therapies can't solve all the problems. For example, agents that target specific molecules typically have a response rate of ∼70%. However, after a median period of 8--16 months, due to the inevitable resistance, relapse happens in almost all patients.[@bib42] With regard to immunotherapy, though pembrolizumab (Keytruda) can be used as first treatment in certain lung cancer patients, only a fraction of them will respond.[@bib43]

On the other hand, chemotherapy is still indispensable in the lung cancer treatment paradigm. In patients with locoregional NSCLC, chemotherapy is the only systemic therapy proven to improve curability when combined with surgery or radiation.[@bib44] In patients with metastasis, chemotherapy is still the mainstay of care for those who have developed resistance to targeted therapy agents. Meanwhile, it also has the potential to stimulate the immune system to boost the effectiveness of immunotherapy. Taken together, given chemotherapy's critical role in lung cancer treatment, new approaches to improve its effectiveness will generate great impact. That is why, in this study, we leveraged CRISPR/Cas9 to knock down NRF2, a key player in chemo-resistance, to explore its overall effect on chemosensitivity, tumor proliferation, angiogenesis, and apoptosis.

The choice of the target gene for disruption is obviously a crucial component of this type of experimental strategy. For our experiments, NRF2 was chosen because of its well-known association with cyto-protection and its capacity to enable chemo-resistance. An increased level of attention has begun to center on NRF2 dictating some degree of chemo-resistance, as it appears to have a broader impact on resistance to platinum-based chemotherapeutic approaches than once envisioned. Chen et al.[@bib37] reported that chemo-resistance in ovarian, cervical, and lung cancer is derived by the enhanced elevated expression and activity of NRF2. Stable knockdowns of NRF2 using small hairpin RNA (shRNA) have shown increased chemosensitivity in a variety of tumor cell lines.[@bib30] NRF2 is also known to be the central contributor in the resistance to cisplatin in bladder cancer.

While our results are certainly encouraging, it is also important to realize that, if the method of delivery is not more fully developed, then genetic disruption could take place in both normal cells and tumor cells. While the scope of our work in the objective of this work is not intended to evaluate delivery modalities to lung, direct injection of adenoviral vectors into lung tumors has been a routine procedure in clinical trials evaluating gene therapy of lung cancer.[@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47] Using an adenoviral vector for systemic delivery could certainly work in this case, but it must be chosen wisely because it could prove problematic, considering the tendency of adenoviruses to induce a whole-scale immune response regardless of the structure of the vector variant. Thus, it is imperative that the development of CRISPR-directed gene editing of multipurpose human genes for combinatorial therapy of lung cancer be coupled with the evolution of more effective delivery methods of these genetic tools to lung tissue.

Materials and Methods {#sec4}
=====================

Cell Culture Conditions {#sec4.1}
-----------------------

Human lung carcinoma A549 cells were purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA). Cells were thawed, according to the manufacturer's protocol, and grown in F-12K medium (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin Solution (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). Cells were cultured and maintained at a concentration between 2 × 10^3^ and 1 × 10^4^ viable cells/cm^2^, and they were incubated at 37°C and 5% CO~2~. Cell number was determined using a hemacytometer.

gRNA Design and Construction {#sec4.2}
----------------------------

The *NRF2* gene-coding sequence was entered into the Zhang lab's online generator (<http://crispr.mit.edu/>), and the gRNA with the highest score was chosen for gRNA1 (5′-TCGATGTGACCGGGAATATC-3′), and a previously validated gRNA targeting *NRF2*[@bib21] was also chosen for gRNA2 (5′-TGATTTAGACGGTATGCAAC-3′). The CRISPR plasmid was cloned using standard cloning methods with single-step digestion-ligation. The CRISPR guide sequences with appropriate 5′ overhangs were cloned into the pX458 backbone vector digested with BbsI (plasmid 48138, Addgene), a human codon-optimized pSpCas9 and chimeric gRNA expression plasmid with a 2AEGFP, purchased through Addgene (<https://www.addgene.org>). Following construction, plasmids were validated by Sanger sequencing (Genewiz, South Plainfield, NJ, USA).

Transfection and Clonal Isolation {#sec4.3}
---------------------------------

A549 cells were transfected at a concentration of 5 × 10^5^ cells/100 μL in a 4-mm gap cuvette (BioExpress, Kaysville, UT, USA). *NRF2*-targeting pX458 constructs were separately electroporated (250 V, low voltage \[LV\], 13-ms pulse length, 2 pulses, 1-s interval) into A549 cells using a Bio-Rad Gene Pulser XCell Electroporation System (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Cells were then recovered in 6-well plates with complete growth media at 37°C for 72 hr prior to sorting. A549 cells were sorted into a 96-well plate with a FACS AriaII flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), with an individual EGFP+ cell sorted to each well. Clones were expanded and transferred to larger plates as the individual clones reached confluence, with DNA isolation occurring when cells reached confluence in a six-well plate (1 × 10^6^ cells/mL).

Sequencing and Sequence Analyses {#sec4.4}
--------------------------------

CRISPR/Cas9-targeted A549 clones were PCR amplified (forward 5′-gtagtggtgccttagagcttactcatcc-3′, reverse 5′-ctagcatgggcagtactcatgactaag-3′) using Amplitaq Gold Fast PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Briefly, template DNA, primers, water, and master mix were combined and cycled: 95°C for 10 min (96°C for 3 s, 60°C for 3 s, and 68°C for 5 s) × 35 cycles and 72°C for 10 s. The 402-bp products were purified (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) and Sanger sequenced using the forward PCR primer. Clonal allelic analyses of individual A549 cell clones were analyzed by the software program TIDE to determine the individual sub-sequences within the multi-peaked breakdown product after CRISPR/Cas9 activity.[@bib25] The TIDE analyses provide a visual of the sequence decomposition, the indel patterns of the clone, as well as relative ratios of each clonal indel pattern, serving as an intermediate step in determining each allelic profile. By utilizing the indel patterns and their relative ratios provided by TIDE, the control trace sequence and a clonal trace sequence were manually aligned, allowing for the visualization of the indel patterns of each allele of a clone.

Western Blot Analysis {#sec4.5}
---------------------

Total cellular protein was collected from A549 cell lines using a standard RIPA lysis buffer containing a protease inhibitor cocktail. Protein concentrations were determined using a BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). The samples were heated at 95°C for 10 min and then were subjected to SDS-PAGE on a 10% polyacrylamide gel for 90 min at 100 V. The gel was transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane for 1 hr at 100 V. The blot was placed in 3% BSA and blocked overnight on a shaker at 4°C. Primary antibody incubation was performed overnight on a shaker at 4°C for NRF2 (phospho S40) (1:10,000, Abcam ab76026) and 1 hr at room temperature for beta-actin (1:8,000, Abcam ab8226), and secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, West Grove, PA, USA) incubations were all done 1 hr at room temperature at a 1:10,000 dilution. The protein bands were visualized via chemiluminescence using a SuperSignal West Dura Extended Duration ECL (Pierce) and detected on the LI-COR Odyssey FC. All bands were quantified for densitometry on the Image Studio software system.

Cell Proliferation by FACS Analysis {#sec4.6}
-----------------------------------

A549 cell lines were trypsinized and harvested at 50%--70% confluency. Cells were fixed with ice-cold 70% ethanol dropwise while vortexing and incubated at 4°C for a minimum of 72 hr. Fixed cells were pelleted and washed twice with PBS followed by a 30-min incubation on ice. As indicated in the manufacturer's protocol (BD Biosciences), 20 μL/10^6^ cells Alexa Fluor 647 Mouse anti-Ki67 (561126, BD Biosciences) was added to the cells and incubated for 30 min. Controls included Alexa Fluor 647 Mouse IgG1 k isotype control (557714, BD Biosciences), at the same dilution. After incubation, cells were washed twice and resuspended in stain buffer (5% BSA in 1× PBS). Cells were analyzed with a FACS AriaII flow cytometer and processed using FlowJo software.

MTS Cell Proliferation Assay {#sec4.7}
----------------------------

Cell viability was evaluated using the CellTiter 96 Aqueous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). A549 cell lines were plated at 2 × 10^3^ cells/well and allowed to culture for 24 hr. The cell media were then aspirated, the cells washed with PBS, then exposed to the MTS reagent for 3 hr. After 3 hr of MTS bioreduction by proliferating cells, the formazan product's absorbance was measured using a 450-nm filter on an Infinite 2000 PRO microplate reader (Tecan, Mannadorf, Switzerland). Cell viability after drug exposure was evaluated using the CellTiter 96 Aqueous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay. A549 cell lines were plated at 2 × 10^3^ cells/well and allowed to culture for 24 hr. The cells were then treated with cisplatin, carboplatin, or a combination of cisplatin and vinorelbine for 3 days. The cell media were then aspirated, the cells washed with PBS, then exposed to the MTS reagent for 3 hr. After 3 hr of MTS bioreduction by proliferating cells, the formazan product's absorbance was measured using a 450-nm filter on an Infinite 2000 PRO microplate reader.

Animal Experiments and Statistical Analysis {#sec4.8}
-------------------------------------------

The animal trials presented in this report were carried out at Washington Biotech, Simpsonville, MD, USA, under animal use and care protocol (SOP 505, SOP 520, SOP 522, SOP 1610, and SOP1650) approved by the animal care and use committee of Washington Biotechnology (AAALAC-accredited Animal Welfare Assurance number A4192-01). The human xenograft model was established using methodology reported previously.[@bib48] Female athymic nude mice (Envigo, 5--6 weeks old) were used in this study. Approximately 5 × 106 cells (wild-type A549 or homozygous knockout \[clonal expansion 2-11\]) suspended in PBS with 20% Matrigel were injected subcutaneously into the right flank of each mouse. Tumor volume was measured three times a week with a digital caliper once palpable, and it was calculated using the following formula: tumor size = *ab*^2^/2, where *a* is the larger and *b* is the smaller of the two dimensions. When tumors grew up to a mean volume of around 100 mm^3^, A549 tumor-bearing mice or A549-2-11 tumor-bearing mice were randomly divided into 7 groups (n = 5 for each group), respectively, and subjected to dose and regimen-finding study. They were treated with tail vein injection of (1) cisplatin (2 mg/kg), (2) carboplatin (25 mg/kg), (3) cisplatin (5 mg/kg) and vinorelbine (5 mg/kg), or (4) saline on days 0, 3, 6, and 9 (day 0 is designated as the day of dose start).[@bib21] Tumor volume and body weight ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) were closely monitored over time. After 16 days, the animals were sacrificed, with tumor removed, weighed, and processed for molecular analysis. Mice were euthanized. The data were expressed as mean ± SD. Student's t test and one-way or two-way ANOVA were used to assess the significance of difference. A p value \< 0.05 was considered significant.

Immunofluorescence Staining {#sec4.9}
---------------------------

A549 xenografts were resected on day 16, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80°C until usage. All immunofluorescence staining was performed as previously described.[@bib44] Briefly, tumors were embedded in Optimum Cutting Temperature (Tissue Tek, Torrance, CA, USA), and 16-μm-thick sections were obtained with a Leica CM3050 cryostat (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA) and mounted on slides. Slides were fixed (4% paraformaldehyde \[PFA\] for 30 min at room temperature) and incubated with blocking buffer (5% goat serum and 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 1 hr at room temperature. Sections were then incubated (overnight at 4°C; 1:100 dilution, dilution buffer of 2% BSA and 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS) with primary antibody (Ki67 \[9129, Cell Signaling Technology\]), then washed in PBS and incubated with Alexa Fluor 488-labeled secondary antibody (1:200 dilution; Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) for 1 hr at room temperature (RT). Sections were washed in PBS, then mounted with SlowFade Gold antifade mountant with DAPI (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Images were obtained with a Zeiss Observer.Z1 microscope (Carl Zeiss, Gottingen, Germany). The terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay was conducted with *In Situ* Cell Death Detection Kit, Fluorescein (Roche, Basel, Switzerland), following the manufacturer's instructions.

Immunocytochemistry and Image Quantification {#sec4.10}
--------------------------------------------

A549 cell lines were seeded in 8-well chamber slides (LabTek II) and allowed to grow for 24 hr. After exposure to 2 μM cisplatin for 48 hr, cells were washed with PBS, fixed, and permeabilized with 4% paraformaldehyde +0.1% Triton X-100 for 45 min while shaking at room temperature. Cells were washed three times with PBS and blocked with a blocking buffer solution (5% normal goat serum + 0.3% Triton X-100 made in 1× PBS) for 2 hr at room temperature. Following blocking, cells were incubated with primary antibody (NRF2 1:500, Abcam ab62352) made in an antibody dilution buffer (1% BSA + 0.3% Triton X-100 made in 1× PBS), overnight in a humidified chamber at 4°C. Cells were washed three times with PBS and incubated with a conjugated secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit Alexafluor 594, Thermo Fisher Scientific A-11037) made in an antibody dilution buffer at a concentration of 1:200. Controls included secondary-only antibody stains at the same dilutions. Cells were incubated for 1 hr at room temperature in the dark. Cells were washed three times with PBS and the chamber was separated from the glass slide. Immediately following this step, 5 μL Slow Fade Gold antifade reagent with DAPI (S36938, Invitrogen) was added to each section of the slide, and a coverslip was added and sealed. Slides were imaged on the Zeiss Axio fluorescent observer.Z1 microscope, and images were processed on the AxioVision software. Random fields were imaged and the total number of cells per field was counted. Each field was quantified for no staining (none), nuclear staining, or cytoplasmic staining. Two individuals independently counted and quantified the images and values were averaged. The percent of NRF2-positive-stained cells over the total cells analyzed in each category was plotted in the graph. Errors bars represent ± SEM and an asterisk denotes a significant p value that is \<0.05 (Student's t test).
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